CHAPTER 21
Flower arrangement may be defined as the art of organizing
flowers, other plant materials, and receptacles into compositions
having harmony of form, texture, and color. Its purpose is to
add cheer, life, and beauty to surroundings. The welcoming bou-
quet in the hall, the dining-table decoration which turns a neces-
sity into an esthetic experience, and the children's miniature ar-
rangements are all expressive of appreciation of beauty and love
of home.
It is known that the art of flower arrangement has existed ever
since the sixth century when Chinese Buddhist priests taught
scholars how to arrange plant materials with reverence before the
shrines in the temples. The Japanese have developed this art to a
high degree through their many different schools of flower ar-
rangement. Their influence in this field has been world wide.
Since 1600 European artists have painted pictures of mass flower
arrangements that have also affected American styles of today.
In the Orient :the' priesthood developed flower arrangement;
in Europe the, courts developed it;:in the United States the people
themselves are developing it. Art teachers and garden clubs have
contributed greatly to the growth of this cultural interest. Garden
club members take study courses • and hold exhibitions of flower
arrangements in most of the larger towns and cities in the nation.
Flower arrangement is no doubt the only field of the fine arts
in which creative ability can be .developed by almost anyone,
through study and experience. It is a means of cultural develop-
ment and consequent enrichment of life that can be learned at
home without interference with home making. Financial stress
is no handicap, for the weeds and grasses by the roadside and con-
tainers from the kitchen are challenging materials. Flower ar-
rangement is a medium of consolation and escape for the person
with worries or sorrows.
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